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Fiscal sustainability and generational equity are two of the most pressing issues of our times. 
Yet these highly related concerns are difficult to clearly define, let alone measure.  The standard 
metric of long-term fiscal imbalance is official government debt (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009).   
But, as Feldstein (1974) intimated, Kotlikoff (1984; 1992) and Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987) 
illustrated, and Green and Kotlikoff (2009) rigorously showed, official debt is not a well-defined 
economic concept.1  There are an infinite number of ways to label an economy’s fiscal policy in 
neoclassical models with rational agents, no matter the underlying imperfections of the 
economy.  Each labeling conventional will result in a different past and projected future time 
path of official debt.   
 
With the right labels, unsustainable fiscal policies are compatible with huge and exponentially 
growing surpluses.  And sustainable policies are compatible with huge and exponentially 
growing deficits.    
 
The fact that Congress has anointed a particular set of labels as “official” has no purchase when 
it comes to economic content.  Indeed, Congress is not only free to label real policies any way it 
wants.  It’s also free to label doing nothing any way it wants.  Kotlikoff’s (2011) proposed 
painless way for Congress to eliminate the U.S. deficit illustrates this: 
 

Double income taxes and lend each taxpayer’s extra payments back to the same 

person. Then, when each taxpayer makes interest and principal payments on the 
loan, hand back to that same person these monies as new transfer payments. This 
policy will raise enough revenue to eliminate this year’s deficit, since this year’s 
taxes rise while this year’s spending doesn’t. Repeat this policy each year with ever 
larger tax hikes.  This will permit the government to run massive surpluses over 
time, while doing nothing real since no resources will ever move, on net, from 
anyone to the government.  

 
The concern with deficit delusion (Kotlikoff 1984), Generational accounting and fiscal gap 
accounting (Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff, 1991; Gokhale and Smetters, 2003; Gokhale 
and Raffelhüschen, 1999) provide label-free measures of fiscal sustainability and 
generational policy and present a picture of the fiscal positions of countries that’s wholly 
different from that based on official debt.   
 

                                                        
1
 Nor, for that matter, are taxes, transfer payments, personal disposable income, personal saving, private saving, 

government saving, private wealth, and government wealth.  And, since which means of production are in the 
hands of private and government sectors are on the tongue of the beholder, neither capitalism or communism are 
well-defined economic concepts.  Kotlikoff, whose family tree includes Karl Marx, is particularly pleased to 
undermine this man’s “theory,” which produced such horrific consequences for some many for so long.  



For example, U.S. government liabilities (official debt plus the present value of projected 
future non-interest spending) exceed government assets (the present value of projected 
future taxes) by $211 trillion, roughly 14 times GDP.  This fiscal gap is formed using 
Congressional Budget Projections and appears, when scaled by GDP, to be either larger or 
much larger than that of all other developed countries (Kotlikoff and Burns, 2012).  
 
While generational and fiscal gap accounting are far from word games, they suffer from a 
common concern – how to properly discount uncertain future government receipts and 
payments.  
 
 
And forming the fiscal gap---the imbalance in the government's intertemporal budget---requires 
strong discount rate assumptions. An alternative approach, taken here, is specifying a 
stochastic general equilibrium model and determining via simulation how long it takes for the 
economy to reach game over---the point where current policy can no longer be maintained. 
Our simulations, based on an OLG model calibrated to the U.S. economy, produce an average  
duration to game over of roughly one century, with a 35 percent chance of reaching the fiscal 
limit in roughly 30 years. The prospect of man-made economic collapse produces large equity 
premia, like those observed in the data. Our simulations show that both the fiscal gap and the 
equity premium rise as the economy gets closer to hitting its fiscal limit, suggesting that the 
fiscal gap and the equity premium may be good indicators of unsustainable policy. 
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